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If your organization has received a previous grant from IPMN, you must submit an evaluation regarding the use of the funds from the earlier grant before a further grant can be awarded.

Name of sponsoring organization: ________________________________________________________

Name of the project for which an IPMN grant was received: ________________________________

Date the grant was awarded: _______________ Amount of grant: __________________

Describe the impacts/changes that this grant has made. You may supply photos or video with identities kept secure, if the organization feels it is safe to do so.

Briefly describe the uses made of the grant: (You may use additional space, if needed)

Are there any unused funds left from the project?  ____ Yes  ____ No

How would you evaluate the program or project?

If your organization is chosen to receive an IPMN grant in this round, additional guidance on conducting an evaluation for the new grant will be provided at the time of notification of the grant. For grants received prior to 2021, the current evaluation form will be used.

Will the project or program be continued in the future?  ____ Yes  ____ No  If yes, please explain below:

Would/will you change any aspect of the program or project?  ____ Yes  ____ No  If yes, describe below:

Please provide a financial statement showing specifically how the grant funds were used.
Please return this form to:

IPMN
Carol Hylkema
grants@theIPMN.org